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Abstract
Inspired by the idea that regime switching may give rise to persistence that is
observationally equivalent to a unit root, we derive a regime switching process that
exhibits long memory. The feature of the process that generates long memory is a heavytailed duration distribution. Using this process for volatility, we obtain a regime switching stochastic volatility (RSSV) model that we "t to daily S&P returns from 1928 through
1995 by means of the e$cient method of moments estimation (EMM) method. Forecasts
of RSSV volatility given past returns can be generated by reprojection, as we illustrate.
The RSSV model is accepted according to the EMM chi-squared statistic. Using this
statistic, we also evaluate several other models that have been proposed in the literature
and some modi"cations to them. We "nd that models that exhibit long memory in
volatility and heavy tails conditionally, as does the RSSV model, "t the data, whereas
models without these characteristics do not. We also "nd weak evidence that suggests the
presence of an additional short memory component of volatility over and above the long
memory component.  2000 Elsevier Science S.A. All rights reserved.
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It is now more or less commonly understood that "nancial time series can
exhibit signi"cant persistence in volatility. To model this persistence, we have
most notably a large family of ARCH models, starting from Engle (1982).
Recently, people have begun to realize that the observed persistence can be
better captured by long memory processes as shown by the studies of Ding et al.
(1993), Harvey (1993), Baillie et al. (1996), Bollerslev and Mikkelsen (1996) and
Breidt et al. (1998), among others. All of these studies suggest that the correlation of the volatility of the return series decays slowly in a hyperbolic way,
instead of exponentially as implied by any traditional model in the ARCH
family.
The existence of long memory, especially in an economic time series, has been
understood to arise from the aggregation of a cross section of time series.
Granger (1980) proposed that the aggregation of a cross section of time series
with di!erent persistence levels would introduce long memory. His argument
was used by Haubrich and Lo (1991) in explaining the long memory pattern in
business cycles. Recently, the argument was used by Andersen and Bollerslev
(1997) in studying the relationship between long memory in volatility and the
aggregation of di!erent information #ows. The ingenuity of the Granger argument lies in the Beta distribution that he imposed on the distribution of the
di!erent persistence levels of the aggregated time series. As the number of
aggregated series goes to in"nity, Granger (1980) showed that the aggregation
series exhibits the long memory pattern.
In this paper, we propose regime switching as another explanation for the
observed long memory. As the regime switches in a heavy-tail manner, that is,
when the duration of the regimes has a heavy-tail distribution, the long memory
pattern appears in the autocorrelation function of the time series. This idea is
applied to the case of stock market volatility. We construct a model, which we
call the regime switching stochastic volatility (RSSV) model, to model the long
memory pattern in stock market volatility. We argue that the arrival of major
news triggers volatility jumps or switches in stock market volatility. In particular, when di!erent news arrive at the market in a heavy-tail fashion, we observe
long memory in the stock market volatility.
Diebold (1986) and Lamoureux and Lastrapes (1990), among others, pointed
out that exogenous deterministic structural change could give rise to persistence
observationally equivalent to that of the GARCH model. Hamilton and Susmel
(1994) and Cai (1994) attach an endogenous regime switching component to the
original ARCH models to study the potential impact of regime switching on the
stock return dynamics. With both the ARCH component and the regime
switching component in their model, their studies suggest that most of the
observed persistence in the volatility process may actually come from the
persistence of the regime.
Our argument can be considered an extension of the above regime switching argument. The regime switching model we use, however, di!ers from the

